
Guide to Co-Designing 

Solutions
Schools must find ways to lower the participation barriers to solution 
development and avoid putting faculty on the hook to figure out how to 
improve their own morale. Use these resources with faculty to ideate 
and refine solutions without asking faculty for too much of their time. 

FACULTY MORALE TOOLKIT
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Legal Caveat

EAB Global, Inc. (“EAB”) has made efforts to 
verify the accuracy of the information it provides 
to partners. This report relies on data obtained 
from many sources, however, and EAB cannot 
guarantee the accuracy of the information 
provided or any analysis based thereon. In 
addition, neither EAB nor any of its affiliates 
(each, an “EAB Organization”) is in the business 
of giving legal, accounting, or other professional 
advice, and its reports should not be construed as 
professional advice. In particular, partners should 
not rely on any legal commentary in this report as 
a basis for action, or assume that any tactics 
described herein would be permitted by applicable 
law or appropriate for a given partner’s situation. 
Partners are advised to consult with appropriate 
professionals concerning legal, tax, or accounting 
issues, before implementing any of these tactics. 
No EAB Organization or any of its respective 
officers, directors, employees, or agents shall be 
liable for any claims, liabilities, or expenses 
relating to (a) any errors or omissions in this 
report, whether caused by any EAB Organization, 
or any of their respective employees or agents, or 
sources or other third parties, (b) any 
recommendation by any EAB Organization, or (c) 
failure of partner and its employees and agents to 
abide by the terms set forth herein.

EAB is a registered trademark of EAB Global, Inc. 
in the United States and other countries. Partners 
are not permitted to use these trademarks, or 
any other trademark, product name, service 
name, trade name, and logo of any EAB 
Organization without prior written consent of EAB. 
Other trademarks, product names, service 
names, trade names, and logos used within these 
pages are the property of their respective 
holders. Use of other company trademarks, 
product names, service names, trade names, and 
logos or images of the same does not necessarily 
constitute (a) an endorsement by such company 
of an EAB Organization and its products and 
services, or (b) an endorsement of the company 
or its products or services by an EAB 
Organization. No EAB Organization is affiliated 
with any such company.

IMPORTANT: Please read the following.

EAB has prepared this report for the exclusive use 
of its partners. Each partner acknowledges and 
agrees that this report and the information 
contained herein (collectively, the “Report”) are 
confidential and proprietary to EAB. By accepting 
delivery of this Report, each partner agrees to 
abide by the terms as stated herein, including the 
following:

1. All right, title, and interest in and to this 
Report is owned by an EAB Organization. 
Except as stated herein, no right, license, 
permission, or interest of any kind in this 
Report is intended to be given, transferred to, 
or acquired by a partner. Each partner is 
authorized to use this Report only to the 
extent expressly authorized herein.

2. Each partner shall not sell, license, republish, 
distribute, or post online or otherwise this 
Report, in part or in whole. Each partner shall 
not disseminate or permit the use of, and shall 
take reasonable precautions to prevent such 
dissemination or use of, this Report by (a) any 
of its employees and agents (except as stated 
below), or (b) any third party.

3. Each partner may make this Report available 
solely to those of its employees and agents 
who (a) are registered for the workshop or 
program of which this Report is a part, (b) 
require access to this Report in order to learn 
from the information described herein, and (c) 
agree not to disclose this Report to other 
employees or agents or any third party. Each 
partner shall use, and shall ensure that its 
employees and agents use, this Report for its 
internal use only. Each partner may make a 
limited number of copies, solely as adequate 
for use by its employees and agents in 
accordance with the terms herein.

4. Each partner shall not remove from this 
Report any confidential markings, copyright 
notices, and/or other similar indicia herein.

5. Each partner is responsible for any breach of 
its obligations as stated herein by any of its 
employees or agents.

6. If a partner is unwilling to abide by any of the 
foregoing obligations, then such partner shall 
promptly return this Report and all copies 
thereof to EAB. 
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TOOL

Guide for Faculty Input 
Opportunities 
Use these resources to begin identifying strategies to address morale 
threats and plan how to co-design, refine, and communicate those 
strategies with faculty. 

https://www.eab.com/
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EAB’s Improving Faculty Morale Toolkit: Guide to Co-Designing Solutions

Increase Faculty Input as Strategy Complexity Increases

Use this page to help determine the level of input from faculty that leaders should 
seek to co-design morale-boosting solutions. The level of input collected should 
increase as the scope of change of those solutions increases.

1) Schools can use platforms like social media, Google forms, or Thought 
Exchange to involve many faculty members in a quick and targeted way
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Faculty Input Level

New performance-
based compensation  

system

Social media 
recognition 

campaign

Weekly recognition 
strategy

Direct Questions via 
Existing Platforms1

Small Group 
Sessions

Organized 
Committees

Example Morale-
Booster Strategies 

for Recognition

For strategies with a medium scope of change, schools should consider 

hosting small group sessions with faculty to get their input without launching 

a formal committee. This is ideal for strategies like an official social media 

faculty recognition campaign or a new resource to support faculty in 

addressing student mental health needs. Some schools plan to dedicate a 

session during existing PD days to get input on morale-boosting strategies, 

which is a great example of when to get this type of input.

Direct Questions via 
Existing Platforms1

This approach to faculty input is best for quick-win morale strategies. These 

initiatives require little change or adaptation. Examples where this type of 

input is ideal include developing a weekly recognition plan to provide 

faculty with opportunities to choose how these strategies will be most 

effective for them.

Small Group 
Sessions

Organized 
Committees

Sometimes a formally-organized, recurring committee might be required to 

include faculty on the intricacies of the design for complex initiatives that 

require a high level of change. Examples might include adopting a brand-

new compensation system or changing the school’s approach or philosophy 

to student discipline. These initiatives involve many complex changes and 

resources, and it’s ideal to deeply involve faculty in designing them. 

Sources: EAB interviews and analysis. 

https://www.eab.com/
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Template to Communicate Morale Solutions Plan

Below is a sample message to update faculty on strategies school leaders plan to use to 
improve morale and how they plan to co-design those solutions with faculty. School 
leaders should adapt this email based on their specific planned next steps. 

SUBJECT: Next Steps to Address Faculty Morale Concerns

EMAIL:

Dear Faculty,

I want to provide an update on our investment and work to continue to improve faculty morale 

at the school. First, I want to reiterate my thanks—we’ve been able to work on these challenges 

because of your participation in our survey and follow-up conversations.

The next step in this work is to implement strategies aimed to address the challenges we have 

prioritized for now (I’ve copied my previous email below if you’d like a refresher on those 

challenges). 

We can’t design these solutions in a vacuum. We need your input to make sure these strategies 

work to meet your specific needs. Below, I’ve outlined a few of the strategies we plan to adopt. 

For each approach, I’ve also included how we intend to get your feedback.

[EXAMPLE—leaders should fill in details based on their specific context]

Strategy #1: [Detail new student behavioral support provided to faculty]

For this strategy to address faculty concerns on increasing student mental health needs, we 

plan to dedicate two hours to get faculty input on this strategy during our back-to-school PD 

days.

Strategy #2: [Division weekly recognition emails]

For this strategy, we will be posting a few questions via Thought Exchange to get faculty 

feedback on when and how to structure these emails and how to best collect stories of your 

great work.

I appreciate your continued support in this work and want to reiterate my commitment to all of 

you to continuously invest in you and your experience at our school.

Best,

Head of School Name

EAB’s Improving Faculty Morale Toolkit: Guide to Co-Designing Solutions

Sources: EAB interviews and analysis. 

https://www.eab.com/
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TOOL

Co-Designing Solutions 
Worksheets
These worksheets will help school leaders plan to collect faculty input 
on potential morale-boosting strategies.

https://www.eab.com/
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EAB’s Improving Faculty Morale Toolkit: Guide to Co-Designing Solutions

Co-Designing Solutions Worksheets

Use this worksheet to create a plan for collecting faculty input on potential morale-
boosting strategies. Repeat this exercise for as many strategies as the school is 
considering.

Selected Strategy #1:

How large is the scope of change of this 
initiative (consider resource intensiveness 
and potential questions from faculty)?

How should I collect faculty input? (Refer 
to page 6.)

When in the process of implementing this 
strategy should I start asking for input?

What questions should I ask faculty in 
order to get their input on this strategy?

Threat Area:

What are the key takeaways from faculty input that will guide this strategy?

What next steps does my school need to take to implement this strategy?

Once Faculty Input Is Collected:

Sources: EAB interviews and analysis. 

https://www.eab.com/
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EAB’s Improving Faculty Morale Toolkit: Guide to Co-Designing Solutions

Co-Designing Solutions Worksheets

Use this worksheet to create a plan for collecting faculty input on potential morale-
boosting strategies. Repeat this exercise for as many strategies as the school is 
considering.

Selected Strategy #2:

How large is the scope of change of this 
initiative (consider resource intensiveness 
and potential questions from faculty)?

How should I collect faculty input? (Refer 
to page 6.)

When in the process of implementing this 
strategy should I start asking for input?

What questions should I ask faculty in 
order to get their input on this strategy?

Threat Area:

What are the key takeaways from faculty input that will guide this strategy?

What next steps does my school need to take to implement this strategy?

Once Faculty Input Is Collected:

Sources: EAB interviews and analysis. 

https://www.eab.com/
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EAB’s Improving Faculty Morale Toolkit: Guide to Co-Designing Solutions

Co-Designing Solutions Worksheets

Use this worksheet to create a plan for collecting faculty input on potential morale-
boosting strategies. Repeat this exercise for as many strategies as the school is 
considering.

Selected Strategy #3:

How large is the scope of change of this 
initiative (consider resource intensiveness 
and potential questions from faculty)?

How should I collect faculty input? (Refer 
to page 6.)

When in the process of implementing this 
strategy should I start asking for input?

What questions should I ask faculty in 
order to get their input on this strategy?

Threat Area:

What are the key takeaways from faculty input that will guide this strategy?

What next steps does my school need to take to implement this strategy?

Once Faculty Input Is Collected:

Sources: EAB interviews and analysis. 

https://www.eab.com/
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EAB’s Improving Faculty Morale Toolkit: Guide to Co-Designing Solutions

Co-Designing Solutions Worksheets

Use this worksheet to create a plan for collecting faculty input on potential morale-
boosting strategies. Repeat this exercise for as many strategies as the school is 
considering.

Selected Strategy #4:

How large is the scope of change of this 
initiative (consider resource intensiveness 
and potential questions from faculty)?

How should I collect faculty input? (Refer 
to page 6.)

When in the process of implementing this 
strategy should I start asking for input?

What questions should I ask faculty in 
order to get their input on this strategy?

Threat Area:

What are the key takeaways from faculty input that will guide this strategy?

What next steps does my school need to take to implement this strategy?

Once Faculty Input Is Collected:

Sources: EAB interviews and analysis. 

https://www.eab.com/


ABOUT EAB

At EAB, our mission is to make education smarter and our communities stronger. 

We work with thousands of institutions to drive transformative change through 

data-driven insights and best-in-class capabilities. From kindergarten to college 

to career, EAB partners with leaders and practitioners to accelerate progress and 

drive results across five major areas: enrollment, student success, institutional 

strategy, data analytics, and diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI). We work with 

each partner differently, tailoring our portfolio of research, technology, and 

marketing and enrollment solutions to meet the unique needs of every leadership 

team, as well as the students and employees they serve. Learn more at eab.com.

Washington DC | Richmond | Birmingham | Minneapolis

202-747-1000 | eab.com

@eab @WeAreEAB@eab_ @eab.life


